
OBTAINABLE 
DETAIL

UNIQUE 
CLASSIC

PERSONAL 
FAVORITE

Intricate design, skilled 
craftsmanship, and attractive 
price encompass Musee. Refined 
detailing once accessible to few is 
now accessible to all. Well thought 
out patterns interlock effortlessly in 
an easy-to-install format.

Seamless and graceful, Musee 
patterns draw upon Art Nouveau 
influence but challenge the contempo- 
rary eye. Arguably the most unique 
designs on the market, Musee is 
uncommon and timeless. Both 
old and new in style, Musee is a 
universal classic.

With elegant and confident designs, 
Nancy Epstein’s personal favorite 
of all time is the Musee collection.  
Sophisticated colorways satisfying 
different tastes are stocked; custom 
colorways are possible and endless. 
Musee suits the person seeking 
a style statement.
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Horta  18” x 17-1/4” x 3/8” 
repeat size 

MUSÉE
COLLECTIONSUGGESTED APPLICATIONS USAGE / CHARACTERISTICS INSTALLATION / MAINTENANCE

area carpet
bathroom
foyer
great room

living room
kitchen

lobby

sun room

powder room

retail store

spa

wet areas

residential interior - interior / wall / floor  

variation - medium

standard commercial - interior / wall / floor  

light traffic commercial - interior / wall / floor  

dry layout prior to installation
ph neutral cleaner
penetrating sealer
grout joint - as established on sheet

un-sanded grout
modified white thin-set

* custom colorways available upon request; Lagos Azul must be installed w/Mapei Granirapid System
Tech Notes: Fractures in the delicate features of this mosaic are inherent and should not be regarded as defects or prevent installation.

The final installation will have an authentic appearance.  A grout color matching the mosaic background may be chosen
to minimize the appearance of the fractures.
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HORTA

background: Lagos Azul Honed
lines: Azul Macauba Polished

dots: Azul Cielo, Azul Macauba, 
Bianco Carrara Polished

Bleu 
Special Order

background: Thassos Polished
lines: Azul Cielo Polished

dots: Ming Green, Azul Cielo,
Thassos Polished

Ciel
Special Order

background: Crema Marfil Polished
lines: Thassos Polished

dots: Bianco Antico, Thassos, 
Crema Marfil Polished

Sable
Special Order  

background: Thassos Polished
lines: Lagos Azul Honed

dots: Gold Leaf Glass, Lagos Azul Honed
Thassos Polished

Bijou  
Stocked

waterjet cut interlocking 
mesh-backed mosaic
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HORTA
M O S A I C



Horta  16” x 16” x 3/8”

MUSÉE
COLLECTION
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HORTA
M O S A I C

Creme Horta Polished Mosaic
background: Crema Marfil 

lines: Thassos 
dots: Thassos, Crema Marfil 

mesh-backed interlocking mosaic

SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS USAGE / CHARACTERISTICS INSTALLATION / MAINTENANCE

area carpet
bathroom
foyer
great room

living room
kitchen

lobby

sun room

powder room

retail store

spa

wet areas

residential interior - interior / wall / floor  

variation - medium

standard commercial - interior / wall / floor  

light traffic commercial - interior / wall / floor  

dry layout prior to installation
ph neutral cleaner
penetrating sealer
grout joint - as established on sheet

un-sanded grout
modified white thin-set

* custom colorways available upon request; Lagos Azul must be installed w/Mapei Granirapid System
Tech Notes: Fractures in the delicate features of this mosaic are inherent and should not be regarded as defects or prevent installation.

The final installation will have an authentic appearance.  A grout color matching the mosaic background may be chosen
to minimize the appearance of the fractures.


